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RING COMPARISON
 

If you’re buying a Kerv contactless payment ring for someone as a surprise gift, then this method’s your best bet. Get hold 
of an existing ring that you know fits the lucky recipient and match up the inside circumference with one of these circles.

STRING METHOD
 

Alternatively, wrap a short length of thin non-stretchable 
string around your knuckle and mark (or cut) at the 
intersection point. Don’t wrap the string too tightly. Lay 
the string against the measure on the right to determine 
your ring size. If you can’t print out this guide, then 
measure the string in mm and consult the table.
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RING SIZER STRAP
 

Cut along the red lines (including the slit between the arrows). Push the end through the slit and pull the strap tightly  
(being careful not to tear it) around the larger knuckle of your favourite finger. Your size will line up with the arrows.
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This guide will help you get a close 
approximation of your ring size, 
but it can never be a substitute 
for a professional sizing from your 
friendly neighbourhood jeweller.

Measure a few times to make sure 
that no mistakes are made and if in 
doubt select the larger size; please 
only submit your ring size when 
you’re sure you’ve got it right!

Measure your finger near the end of 
the day and when your fingers are 
warm (and therefore slightly larger) – 
especially important if you’re likely to 
wear Kerv during exercise.
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CHECK YOUR PRINT SETTINGS!
 

Before printing this guide, please make sure your 
printer is set to 100% or “Do Not Scale”.

 

To check if your print is correct, compare the printed 
ruler below to an actual ruler. Otherwise, compare a 
payment card with the blue border around this text 
or compare a coin to an outline on the right – they 

should all match perfectly if your print is actual size.
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